As a generic property, all substances transfer heat through microscopic collisions of constituent particles 1 . A solid conducts heat through both transverse and longitudinal acoustic phonons, but a liquid employs only longitudinal vibrations 2, 3 . As a result, a solid is usually thermally more conductive than a liquid. In canonical viewpoints, such a difference also serves as the dynamic signature distinguishing a solid from a liquid. Here, we report liquid-like thermal conduction observed in the crystalline AgCrSe 2 . The transverse acoustic phonons are completely suppressed by the ultrafast dynamic disorder while the longitudinal acoustic phonons are strongly scattered but survive, and are thus responsible for the intrinsically ultralow thermal conductivity. This scenario is applicable to a wide variety of layered compounds with heavy intercalants in the van der Waals gaps, manifesting a broad implication on suppressing thermal conduction. These microscopic insights might reshape the fundamental understanding on thermal transport properties of matter and open up a general opportunity to optimize performances of thermoelectrics.
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Thermal transport is one of the most fundamental properties of matter 1 . As a persistent challenge, rationalizing anomalous thermal transport properties has been reforming our understanding on solid materials, such as the birth of phonon glasses [4] [5] [6] and the observation of wave-particle duality of phonon transport in superlattices 7 . Meanwhile, materials with small thermal conductivity are desirable for a great diversity of applications such as thermal insulation 8 , optical phase-change memory devices 9 and efficient thermoelectric energy conversion 10 . Therefore, it is of both fundamental significance and technological interest to explore suppressed thermal transport in solids. By conducting a comprehensive study combining state-of-the-art neutron/X-ray scattering with densityfunctional-perturbation-theory (DFPT) calculations on the chalcogenide AgCrSe 2 , we found that the low-lying intense transverse acoustic (TA) phonons that are exclusively dominated by motions of Ag atoms compete with fluctuations inherent in the order-to-disorder transition of Ag occupation. Phonons are significantly damped as temperature rises. Above the transition temperature, transverse vibrations of Ag atoms are suppressed by the ultrafast atomic fluctuations while the longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode remains, characteristic of liquid-like thermal conduction with extremely low lattice thermal conductivity [11] [12] [13] . AgCrSe 2 crystallizes in a hexagonal structure with alternative Ag layers and CrSe 6 octahedral layers repeating along the c axis 14 , as shown in Fig. 1a . Ag atoms lie in the equivalent tetrahedral interstitial sites (I and II) in between CrSe 6 layers. The total energy calculations confirm this two-fold degenerate ground state (see Supplementary Section 1). These two sites form a buckled honeycomb lattice perpendicular to the c axis (lower panel of Fig. 1b ). In the ground state, it is expected that only one specific site (here, let us distinguish it as I) is fully occupied, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1b . As temperature rises, an increasing number of Ag ions immigrate to sites II owing to the jump diffusion 14 . At T c of about 450 K, the occupation of Ag ions undergoes an order-to-disorder transition to the hightemperature phase with 50% occupation at each site while the space group of crystal symmetry changes from R3m to R − 3m. This transition is also regarded as a superionic transition due to the noticeable increase of ionic conduction 15 . The crystallographic changes are evidenced at X-ray scattering structure factor S X (Q) by the disappearance of Bragg peaks (003) and (006) as well as the weakening of (10 − 5) , as shown in the inset of Fig. 1c . Neutron powder diffraction was used in tandem to track the evolution. The power-law fitting of the integrated intensity of the (10 − 5) Bragg peak gives rise to the critical exponent β of 0.15 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), quite close to the theoretical value for the two-dimensional Ising model (0.125) 16 . At finite temperatures, the occupational disorder results in a strong diffuse scattering centred at about 2.0 Å −1 (~ Q 100 ) (Fig. 1c) . The diffuse scattering is understood in real space by Fouriertransforming S X (Q) into a pair distribution function (PDF), G X (r) (details are given in Supplementary Section 2). Figure 2a shows G X (r) at selected temperatures. In the ordered crystal model, the first peak located at about 2.5 Å is the superposition of the nearest neighbouring Cr-Se (octahedral coordination), Ag-Se (tetrahedral coordination) and Ag-Cr correlations. The second peak involves nearest neighbouring Cr-Cr, Se-Se and Ag-Ag correlations, whose separations distribute around the lattice constant a (3.66339 Å at 341 K). In reality, however, the uniform nearest neighbouring Ag-Ag distance splits into three sets due to the occupational disorder and the next nearest neighbouring Ag-related correlations sequentially Letters Nature Materials become diverse as well. This is responsible for the special temperature dependence of G X (r). With the guide of the partial PDF of Ag-related correlations shown in the lower part of Fig. 2a , it can be seen that heights of Ag-related peaks are much more susceptible to the change of temperature, such as those at 4.5, 13 and 19 Å (highlighted by vertical shaded bars). As a representative, the integrated intensity of the peak at 4.5 Å is plotted in Fig. 2b , which exhibits a well-defined critical-like behaviour, in contrast to the 3.5 Å peak where contributions of Ag-related pairs are marginal. Since the integrated intensity of a PDF peak is linked to the coordination number of associated pairs 17 , the decreased intensity suggests that Ag-related pairs gradually lose their coordination on approaching the transition.
The experimental G X (r) is fitted to the R3m crystal model. Figure 2c shows the comparison at 623 K. The discrepancies are found to be associated with Ag-related pairs. The model produces a higher intensity because the actual disorder effect decreases the coordination. In this sense, the difference between this model and experimental data actually defines the degree of disorder, which is quantitatively evaluated by the goodness R w generated in the fitting. The temperature dependence of R w is obtained by applying similar fitting to data collected at other temperatures, as plotted in Fig. 2d . It stays around 0.14 at lower temperatures and tends to saturate after a steep growth in the vicinity of T c . This is in agreement with the critical-like behaviour of the integrated intensity shown in Fig. 2b . These observations together suggest the complete occupational disorder of Ag above T c .
The thermally populated occupational disorder against the uniform long-range-ordered structure manifests itself dynamically as the disorder-phonon coupling. Inelastic neutron scattering is an ideal approach in this aspect. The dynamic structure factor S(Q,E) obtained at 5 K is plotted in Fig. 3a as a function of momentum transfer Q and energy transfer E. Far away from the intense elastic line, there exist four less intense bands centred at about 3.5, 10, 13 and 18 meV (Fig. 3c) . Note that the intensity spreading from Q ~ 2.2 Å −1 and persisting up to 20 meV is attributed to magnons of Cr 3+ spins. To rationally assign these modes, the phonon dispersions (Fig. 3b) and phonon projected density of state (PDOS) (Fig. 3d) are calculated by using the DFPT approach. We identify that peaks at about 3.5, 10, 13 and 18 meV correspond to the energies of TA, LA, longitudinal optical and transverse optical modes, respectively. Dispersive-like intensity emanating from the Bragg peak (0015) and ceasing at about 3.5 meV verifies that the mode of 3.5 meV is of acoustic phonons in nature (see Supplementary  Fig. 8 ). Due to the lack of complete lattice dynamics calculations and high-resolution neutron data, the authors of ref. 12 assigned this mode to a local one. Based on the PDOS, the phonon specific heat is also calculated as shown in Fig. 3e . It is worth noting that the TA phonons are exclusively dominated by motions of Ag (the integrated area of PDOS is about 91% of the total). This peculiar separation of partial PDOS is mainly attributed to two factors: the distinct masses of the constituent atoms and weak bonding between Ag ions and Se across the van der Waals gap. Further systematical calculations on the ACrSe 2 system (A = Li, Ag and Cs) in the layered R3m and P − 3m1 structures clearly verify that heavy intercalants predominantly contribute to low-energy TA phonons (Fig. 3f) . Now, we turn our attention to the dynamic aspect of the diffuse scattering. Figure 4a ,b shows S(Q,E) with incident energy (E i ) of 5.931 meV at 150 and 520 K, respectively. It can be seen that pronounced diffuse scattering exists at Q ~ 2.0 Å −1 . At 150 K, the diffuse scattering appears just in the vicinity of the elastic line and TA phonons are fairly sharp. Nevertheless, the diffuse scattering becomes dominant at 520 K at the expense of Bragg peaks and TA phonons. Their evolution as a function of temperature is plotted in Fig. 4c . TA phonons are softened and gradually merged into the diffuse scattering around T c . The complete suppression of TA phonons is confirmed in the higher Q region where the diffuse scattering is much weaker than the TA phonons (see Supplementary  Fig. 8 ). The spectral fitting yields the linewidth (Γ TA and Γ Diffuse ) as summarized in Fig. 4d . Γ TA exhibits a rapid increase as the temperature approaches T c while the temperature dependence of Γ Diffuse is characteristic of a critical-like change. Around T c , their comparable timescales facilitate the extreme dynamic competition so that TA phonons are suppressed. Such robust atomic fluctuations are the atomic-level origin of large ionic conductivity even below T c (ref. 15 ). Differing from its strong temperature dependence, Γ Diffuse is nearly Q independent at a given temperature, indicating its local nature.
Do the TA phonons collapse into localized transverse oscillators above T c ? To answer this question, it is crucial to compare the characteristic timescales of the system. We take the highest frequency of TA phonons (3.5 meV) as the cutoff frequency of possible local oscillators 18 . It corresponds to a period of about 1.2 ps, which is much longer than the relaxation time (1/Γ Diffuse ) of dynamic disorder, ~0.4ps. As a result, the transverse vibrations cannot complete because Ag atoms attempting to transversely vibrate would not return back to their initial positions 2, 3 . Moreover, the specific heat of the lattice subsystem tends to decrease down to below 3R 
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(R is the gas constant) just above T c as shown in Fig. 3e . This supports the occurrence of the liquid-like behaviour as a liquid ideally has specific heat of 2R per mole-atom due to loss of the transverse vibration degree of freedom 2, 3 . Consequently, the thermal conduction is solely contributed by the LA phonons above T c (see Supplementary Section 5). The liquid-like thermal conduction discovered in AgCrSe 2 emerges as an unpreceded approach for tuning thermal transport of matter, beyond the conventional ideas such as anharmonic phonon interacitons [19] [20] [21] , uncorrelated or concerted rattling modes [4] [5] [6] 22 , interfaces and other defects 23, 24 , not only because of the lost transverse vibrations, but also because of the strong disorder scattering of the LA phonons at similar timescales. Recently, it has been assumed that the superionic behaviour of Cu in Cu 2 Se might dismiss transverse modes 25 , but an inelastic neutron scattering study suggests that the dynamics of Cu ions is too slow to affect phonons 26 . The liquid-like thermal conduction is a promising general strategy for the suppression of thermal conduction given that the Letters Nature Materials selective disorder-phonon coupling can be translated to layered compounds intercalated with heavier atoms. The weak coupling across the van der Waals gaps ensures that the motions of heavy intercalants dominate TA phonons. Structurally, the intercalated atoms can occupy either tetrahedral, octahedral or trigonal prismatic interstitial sites 27 . In the first case, as shown in Fig. 1b , long-range-ordered ground states are verified to exist, either as a triangle-lattice ferromagnet (AgCrSe 2 case) or as a honeycomblattice antiferromagnet 28 . Atomic fluctuations are expected to completely suppress TA phonons when order-to-disorder transitions take place. Hence, as long as the heavy intercalants occupy tetrahedral interstitial sites, the liquid-like thermal conduction is anticipated. Even though the occupational order is inactive for the last two cases (fully filled triangle lattice), taking AgCrSe 2 as an example, our calculations indicate that it is feasible to switch the octahedral to tetrahedral occupation by applying uniaxial stress along the c direction, as depicted in Fig. 5a . The calculated energy landscape is characteristic of a reentrant octahedral occupation with critical stress of − 2.4/+ 2.7 GPa. The phase stability at high stress is further confirmed by the absence of imaginary frequencies in the phonon dispersion ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). More specifically, we structurally explore the candidates based on the general formula A + TM 3+ X 2− 2 with given oxidation states using the data-mined ionic substitution method, where A represents Ag as well as heavier In and Tl, TM is 3d transition metals except Zn, and X is S and Se. It can be seen in Fig. 5b that several compounds have quite high probabilities of crystallizing in the R3m structure in which the heavier atoms occupy tetrahedral interstitials so that they are candidates undergoing liquid-like thermal conduction. Indeed, AgCrS 2 (ref. 29 ) and AgNiSe 2 (ref. 30 ) have been found to crystallize in this structure.
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In summary, we observe liquid-like thermal conduction in the crystalline AgCrSe 2 , and unveil the intimate competition between the dynamic disorder and TA phonons as the microscopic origin in nature. Being of fundamental significance, the scenario of liquid-like thermal conduction is potentially a general route to suppressed thermal conductivity of solids, especially intercalated layered compounds.
Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi. org/10.1038/s41563-017-0004-2. 
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Sample preparation. The powder samples were prepared using a solid-state reaction method. The starting materials Ag, Cr and Se powder in the ratio of stoichiometric composition were ground, mixed and pelleted. The pellets were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes. The tubes were placed in a box furnace and heated first to 473 K for 6 h, and then to 1,173 K for 24 h, followed by natural cooling to room temperature. Before all neutron scattering and X-ray scattering measurements, the samples were annealed under argon flow at 523 K overnight. Two samples were used in this study. As a preliminary check, thermoelectric characterizations were performed on one of the samples 13 .
Specific heat measurements. The specific heat capacity at constant pressure (C p ) was measured using a differential scanning calorimeter (Netzsch STA449) above room temperature. A Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) was used to measure C p in the temperature region of 5-320 K. The specific heat at constant volume (C v ) was obtained by subtracting contributions of lattice dilation and electrons (see Supplementary Section 4).
Neutron powder diffraction. The neutron powder diffraction measurements were performed at the Nanoscale Ordered Materials Diffractometer at the Spallation Neutron Source of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA 31 . Constant-temperature scans were taken at several temperatures with a vacuum furnace. Each scan took about 1 h. An empty vanadium can, a standard vanadium rod and the background were also measured at room temperature for pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. The diffraction data were analysed using the Rietveld refinement method in GSAS 32 , which is described in Supplementary Section 1 in detail.
Synchrotron X-ray powder scattering. The high-energy X-ray powder scattering was carried out at the beam line BL04B2 of SPring-8, Japan, with a photon energy of 113 keV (ref. 33 ). About 0.2 g powder was sealed under helium gas into a quartz capillary. The constant-temperature scans were taken in the vicinity of the orderto-disorder transition. Each scan took about 3.5 h. An empty capillary sealed under helium gas was also measured at room temperature as a reference. The X-ray PDF, G 
Inelastic neutron scattering.
Multi-E i time-of-flight inelastic neutron scattering measurements were performed at the cold neutron disc chopper spectrometer BL14 AMATERAS of J-PARC in Japan 35 . The powder sample of around 7 g was sealed in an aluminium can with indium wire (for the low-temperature measurements) or a metallic O-ring (for the high-temperature measurements). A cryostat was used to access lower temperatures and a niobium furnace was used for higher temperature measurements. The chopper configurations were set to select E i of 23.71, 10.542, 5.931 and 2.635 meV at the low-resolution mode while 23.71, 5.931 and 2.635 meV at high-resolution mode 36 . The data reduction was completed using Utsusemi suite 37 . The background contributed by the niobium furnace was subtracted. The resulting S(Q,E) data were visualized in Mslice of DAVE 38 . The Q-cutting spectra were fitted in PAN of DAVE by including a damped harmonic oscillator function 39 , a Lorentzian function, a delta function and a constant background, which are convoluted to the instrumental resolution. They describe the transverse acoustic phonons, dynamic diffuse scattering, incoherent elastic scattering, and the instrumental background, respectively.
First-principles calculations. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) 40 . The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 41 form and the projector-augmented wave method (PAW) 42, 43 was applied in all DFT calculations. The energy cutoff for the plane-wave expansion was 500 eV, and Brillouin zone was sampled adopting the Γ -centred Monkhorst-Pack method with a density of about 2π × 0.03 Å −1 (ref.
44
). Spin-orbit coupling was not treated in the simulation given that spin-orbit coupling of Ag, Cr and Se is not strong and has a minimal effect on lattice vibration 45 . Calculations were carried out on a 4 × 4 × 4 supercell containing 256 atoms to obtain the collective vibrational spectra of phonons by using Phonopy 46 . The uniaxial stress was applied by varying the lattice constant c step-by-step with the in-plane lattice constant and atomic position fully relaxed. Structures were optimized with a criterion that the atomic force on each atom becomes weaker than 0.01 eV Å -1 and the energy convergence is better than 10 −8 eV. Similar procedures were applied to LiCrSe 2 and CsCrSe 2 .
Lattice dynamics calculations. Density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) is a particularly powerful and flexible theoretical technique that allows calculation of electron-density linear response within the density functional framework, thereby facilitating the acquisition of vibrational frequencies within crystalline materials 47 . Lattice dynamics calculations were carried out using the Phonopy package 46 , with VASP employed as the calculator to obtain interatomic force constants via a DFPT calculation. To balance the accuracy and computational efforts, we calculated the phonon spectra based on the ferromagnetic structure, given that the energy difference between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states is very small (1-2 μ eV per atom). During post-processing, sampling the phonon frequencies on a 30 × 30 × 30 centred q mesh converged the vibrational density of states, and hence the values of thermodynamic properties were calculated from it. For the quasi-harmonic approximation calculations 46 , additional finite displacement calculations were performed on unit cells at approximately ± 2% of the equilibrium volume in steps of 0.5%, which guarantee that these volumes correspond to temperatures inside the validity range for the quasi-harmonic approximation.
Data-mined ionic substitution structural prediction. The structure predictor module in the Materials Project was used to explore the crystal structures at a given composition of A + TM 3+ X 2− 2 and oxidation states 48, 49 . Atom A is chosen to be Ag and heavier Tl and In; TM is 3d transition metals except Zn; and X is S and Se. The probability of the R3m structure is normalized to that of the most probable phase for each composition.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding authors on request.
